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Abstract. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on a compact metric

space (K, p) that provide a natural isometric isomorphism between comple-

tion of the space of Borel measures on K with the Kantorovich-Rubinstein

norm and the space [\ix)(K, />))* or equivalently between the spaces Lip(K, p)

and (lip(ZY, /»))** . Such metric spaces are studied and related properties of

Lipschitz spaces are established.

1. Notation

Let ÍK, p) be a metric space and ¿Vf(¿V) be the set of all finite Borel measures

on K. For a measure p G MÍK), denote by p+ , /¿_ its positive and negative

variations, respectively, and set \p\ = p+ + /z_ , Var/¿ = |/¿|(¿\").
The Lipschitz space Lip(¿V, p) is defined as the set of all functions f on K

with the finite norm

where

and

||/||r,, = max{||/||x,|/|jc,,},

|l/|k-:sup{|/(x)|:x€^}

Functions / G LipiK, p) with the property

lim   /(*)-/Cr>=o
p(x,y)-o    pix,y)

constitute the closed subspace lipiK, p) in LipiK, p). The notation B and
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b will be used for closed unit balls in Lip(i\", p) and lip(AT, p), respectively.

All spaces of measures and functions below are supposed to be real.

2. Introduction and background

Let ÍK, p) be a compact metric space. The total variation norm Var on

MÍK) suffers from at least two grave shortcomings:

(i) it is very weakly connected with the metric since it is invariant for all

metrics generating the same topology;

(ii) there is no transparent description of the conjugate space (¿Vf ÍK))*.

This suggests the question: can another norm on ¿Vf (AT) that is free from these

defects be defined? Such norm has been actually invented in 1942 by Kan-

torovich [4] and has been studied in his works with Rubinstein [6, 7]. This

norm is called the Kantorovich-Rubinstein (KR) norm.

For distinct points x, y e K, the KR norm of the dipole ôx-ôy is /z(x, y),

while Var(¿5x - ay) = 2. Thus, for each infinite set K, the space M ÍK) with

the KR norm is not complete.

The present work contains a theorem providing a description of its comple-

tion and connected results on Lipschitz spaces.

Let us recall the definition of the original KR norm (for this and other in-

formation on KR theory see [5, Chapter VIII, §4]). Let Af0(i^) be the set of
measures p G M ÍK) such that piK) = 0. With each measure p G MoiK), we

associate the family T^ of all nonnegative measures *P g MÍK x K) such that

for every Borel set e c K, ¥(#, e) - ¥(«, K) = pie). The value ^iex, e2)
can be interpreted as the mass carried from a set ex to a set e2. Thus y/ G xVß

gives rise to a mass transfer on K with the given mass distribution /z_ and the

required one p+ . The classical KR norm of a measure p e MoiK) is defined

by

||z¿||° = inf y     pix, y)dy/ix,y): y g T^J .

Its value together with the corresponding optimal transfer give the solution of

the Monge-Kantorovich mass transfer problem [5, 10].

Now set

\\p\\p = inf{|M|° + Var(/¿ - v): P e MoiK)}       (/z G MÍK)).

The functional || • \\p is a norm on MÍK). Though it differs from the norm on

MÍK) introduced in [6], we preserve the name KR norm for it. Since

||/¿||"<^diam(/s:,/?)Var/¿       ÍpcMoíK)),

the norms || • \\p and || • ||^ on ¿VfoiA") are equivalent (if diam(¿V, p) < 2, they

even coincide).

The following theorem (analogous to its counterparts in [5] and [7]) is the

main result of the KR theory.

Theorem 0. The duality

if,p)= i fdp       ÍpeMÍK),  fcLipiK,p))
Jk
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establishes an isometric isomorphism between the spaces (¿Vf (AT), || • \\p)* and
LipiK,p).

This result depends largely on the following basic property of the KR norm

(compare with the corresponding statement in [5]).

Lemma 0. The set of all measures with finite support is dense in ¿Vf (AT) with

respect to the KR norm.

3. Statement of the results

Let ÍK, p) be a compact metric space. For every p G MÍK), the formula

iÍP)íf)= [ fdp      ifelipiK,p))
Jk

defines a bounded linear functional iip) on lip(AT, p).

Lemma 1. The set z'(¿Vf(¿\")) is dense in (lip(AT, p))* in the norm topology.

For K = [0, 1], pix, y) = \x-y\a , 0 < a < 1, the proof is contained in [8,

Lemma 2.5]. In the more general case when (AT, d) is a compact metric space

and p = da, 0 < a < 1, it is established in a similar way in [1, Lemma 3.1].

In the case of arbitrary compact metric space (AT, p), the proof is the same.

By means of Theorem 0, we have

\iip)(f)\<\\f\\K,p\\p\\P        (/Glip(A\/z),  pcMÍK)).

Hence i: (¿Vf(AT), || • \\p) —> (lip(A", p))* is a linear map with the norm <

1. Passing to the completion, we extend i to a map i: (¿Vf(AT), || • \\p)c ->
(lip(AT, p))* with the same properties (and notation).

The question we start with is the following: Under what conditions is the

above map an isometric isomorphism?

Theorem 1. The map i: (¿Vf(A^), || • \\p)c —► (lip(A", p))* is an isometric isomor-

phism if and only if the following condition is satisfied:

for every finite set F c K and every function f on F, for each

(A)       C > 1 there exists a function g G lip(AT, p) such that g\F = f

and ||s||jc.„<C||/||f,„.

Remark. A closed interval with the Euclidean metric (or every metric space

containing it as a subspace) fails to have property (A).
Taking the conjugate map i* and applying Theorem 0 we get the natural

linear map j: (lip(A^, p))** —> Lip(AT, p) with the norm < 1. Then, from
Theorem 1, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 2. The map j: (lip(A^, p))** —► Lip(AT, p) is an isometric isomor-

phism if and only if the metric space (AT, p) satisfies condition (A).

The following definition is intended to provide a condition stronger than (A)

but expressed in terms of metrics.

Definition 1. A metric p on a set A" is called noncritical if there is a sequence

{Pn}nen of metrics on K suchthat

(i) lim^oo pnix, y) = pix ,y) for all x, y G K ;

(ii) lim^oo sixp{pnix, y)/pix ,y):x,yeK,x^y} = l;

(iii) lim^^o Pnix, y)/pix, y) = 0 for all n G N .
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Proposition 1. Every noncritical inot necessarily compact) metric possesses prop-

erty (A).

Now we will introduce a more constructively defined subclass of noncritical

metrics.

Definition 2. Let fi be the set of all nondecreasing functions co: R+ —» R+

such that tu(0) = 0, lim,^ooit) = 0, limf_o <w(r)/7 = +00, and the function

coit)/t is nonincreasing for t > 0.

The latter condition implies that every function co e Q is semiadditive, i.e.,

cois +1) < cois) + <y(z) for all s, t > 0. Hence, if p is a (compact) metric then

the same is coip) for all co e fi.

Proposition 2. If d is a metric on a set K then, for every toefi, p = coid) is
a noncritical metric on K.

Thus, for every compact noncritical metric (in particular, for a metric of
the form p = coid), co G Q), we have isometric isomorphisms indicated in

Theorems 1 and 2. In the particular case coit) = ta, 0 < a < 1, an isometric

isomorphism between the spaces (lip(A", coid)))** and LipiK, coid)) has been

established earlier. For K = [0, 1], dix,y) = \x -y\, this result has been

originally obtained in [8], and for arbitrary compact metric space (AT, d) in [2,

3]. In the latter case, the above isomorphism has been also rediscovered in [1].

For metrics of the form p = coid), co G Q, property (A) can be strengthened.

Proposition 3. Let (AT, d) be a metric space, and let p = coid) with co G Q.

Then for every finite set F c K and every function f on F, for each C >

1  there exists a function g G Lip(AT, d) such that g\F = f and \\g\\K p <

c\\f\\F,P.

The following Stone-Weierstrass type theorem for the spaces XipiK, p) is

connected with Proposition 3.

Theorem 3. Let ÍK, p) be a compact metric space. Suppose L is a linear

subspace of lip(AT, p) satisfying the following condition: there is a constant C

such that for every finite set F c K and for every function f G Hp(AT, p) there

exists a function g g L with the properties g\F = f\F and \\g\\K,P < C\\f\\K,P ■
Then L is dense in lip(A", p).

From Theorem 3 and Proposition 3 we obtain

Proposition 4. Suppose ÍK, d) is a compact metric space, and let p = coid),

co G Q. Then the space Lip(AT, d) is dense in lipiK, p).

For compact metric spaces (A', p) with p = da, 0 < a < 1, Proposition 3

(with C = \/2), Theorem 3, and Proposition 4 can be found in [1].

4. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity. We suppose that i is an isometric isomorphism,

and we shall show that condition (A) is fulfilled. Let F be an «-point subset

in K. Set E = {g\F: g G lip(A", p)}. Obviously, E can be identified with a
linear subspace in R" . We claim that E = Rn . To see this, take a functional
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annihilating E. This functional can be viewed as a measure p on F (and thus

on K). Then

Lgdp = 0       ígclipíK,p)).

It means that iip) = 0. Since the map i is supposed to be one-to-one, this

implies that p = 0, and hence that E = R" .
Set X = {g G lip(A", p): g\F = 0} and observe that the set of functional

in (lip(A\ p))* annihilating X coincides with z(M(P)). Let / be a function

on F. As was shown earlier, there is a function go G lipiK, p) such that

go\F = f. Since i is an isometry, by Theorem 0 we have

distan, x) = supU(go) : A G (lip(A- ,p))*, XÍX) = {0},  \\X\\ = l}

= sup y fdp: p G MÍF),  \\p\\p = 1} = U\\f,p,

where by || • || is denoted hereafter the usual norm on (lip(¿\", p))*. Hence for

every C > 1 we can find a function gx e X suchthat ||go-c?ilk,¿> < C\\f\\F,p-
Then g = g0 - gx is the function required.

Sufficiency. Suppose that condition (A) is satisfied. We need to show that

the map i is an isometry. To see this, take p G MÍK), f e B, and e > 0.
By Lemma 0 there exists a measure v on K with finite support F such that

Ik - P\\p < £ • Condition (A) supplies us with a function g e lipiK, p) with

g\F = f\F and HîHIa:,,, < 1 + e . Then via Theorem 0

/ fdp= ( fdíp-u)+ i gdíu-p)+ i gdp<i2 + s)e+ f g dp.
Jk Jk Jk Jk Jk

Hence again by means of Theorem 0 we obtain

\\p\\p = sup y^ fdp: fe 5J = sup y^g dp: g G è} = ||/(/z)||    ip G MÍK)).

Proof of Proposition 1. Let p be a noncritical metric on K, and let {pn}n€®

be a sequence of metrics satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Definition 1. Take a

finite set F in K and a function / on F. Denote

a„ = max \ P * ' y) :x,yeF, x¿y\ ,
I Pnix, y) J

ßn = sup [^y] .x,ycK, x ¿ y |        (¿ZGN).

It follows from conditions (i) and (ii) that an —» 1 and ßn —► 1 as zz —> oo.

Note that H/Hf,^ < max{a„, 1}||/||f,/>- The function / can be extended

to a function /„ g Lip(¿V, pn) in such a way that ||/„||/í,¿,„ = ||/lif,^ [9].

Condition (iii) implies f„ G lip(AT, p). Further,

\\fn\\K,p<max{ßn, l}\\f„\\K,Pn<max{ßn, l}max{¿*„, 1}||/||f,„       (« g N).

Then, for every C > 1, the function g = f„ , n being sufficiently large, meets

condition (A).
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Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose ¿z" is a metric on a set K, co G Q, and p =

coid). For every n G N, define the function

<Pnit) = {

0 if t = 0 ;

1 ifr>l.

It can be seen easily that the functions co„ = cpnco belong to Í1 for all n . The

sequence of functions {<pn}n€N possesses the following properties:

(i) lim^oo cpnit) = 1 for all t > 0 ;

(ii) supl>0(Pnit) = 1 for all n G N;

(iii) lim,_0 <Pnit) = 0 for all n G N.

Then the corresponding sequence of metrics pn = co„ip) = cpnip)p, in G N)

satisfies Definition 1. Thus p is noncritical metric.

Proof of Proposition 3. Let d be a metric on a set K, and let p = coid) where

co G Q. Take a finite set F c K, a function / on F, and arbitrary C > 1 .

Denote do = min{/z(x, y): x, y € F, x ^ y}, and choose ô G (0, ¿5o) such

that ô = coix) for some x > 0 and

max    /^^C.
x,y€F piX,y) -ô

For x, y G K, define r(x, y) = max{/?(x, y) - ô, 0} .

Note that if there is a nonvoid family of functions {f, : a g s? } defined on

a metric space ÍX, a) and satisfying for some N and for all x, y G X the

Lipschitz condition

/Q(x)-/a(y)<¿Va(x,y)       (ae-ar*),

then the same is true for the function sup{^â(x): aei}, (x G X) provided

that the latter is not identically +00 .

Applying this, we see that for every y G K ,

(1) rix,y)-riz,y)< pix, z)       (x,zgAT).

Set M =\\f\\F,p and define the function

/z(x) = sup{/(y) - CMrix,y):yeF}       (x G AT).

We claim that «|P = /. Clearly, /z(x) > fix), (x G P). Conversely, for

given x G P we have, for all y G F \ {x} ,

fíy) - fix) < M pix, y) < CMÍpíx ,y)-ô) = CMrix, y),

and hence /(x) > /z(x).
It follows from ( 1 ) that, for every y G F , the function x h* fíy)—CM r(x, y)

satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect to the metric p with the constant

CM. Using the note mentioned above, we obtain \h\x,p < C\\f\\F,p ■

Now we will show that there is a constant P such that for every y e K ,

(2) rix,y)-riz,y)<Pdix,z)       (x, z G AT).
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It is sufficient to demonstrate this inequality for z?(x, y) > ô and riz, y) <

r(x, y). If píz, y) < ô then ¿/(z, y) < x, while ¿¿"(x, y) > x. In this case, we

have

r(x, y) - riz, y) = /z(x, y) - ¿5 = ¿¿»(¿/(x, y)) - &»(t)

< ^(¿¿(x, y) - t) < ^(¿/(x, y) - diz, y))
X X

o)ix)   ,,
< ——dix, z).

x

If piz, y) >S then ¿/(z, y) > x, and in this case, we have

r(x, y) - r(z, y) = /z(x, y) - /z(z, y)

Thus (2) is valid with P = coíx)/x. Again applying the "supremum argu-

ment" to the function h we obtain via (2) that h G Lip(A", d). Finally,

(M if/z(x) >¿Vf,

gix) = I /z(x) if |/z(x)| <¿Vf,

l -¿Vf if «(x) < -M

is the function desired.

Proof of Theorem 3. We have to show that for every functional cp g (lip(A", p))*

annihilating L, cp = 0. Take / G lip(A^, p) and e > 0. By Lemma 1 there

is a measure p G ¿Vf(AT) such that ||/(/z||z'(/z) - f\\ < s) - tp\\ < e, and by

Lemma 0 we can find a measure v on K with a finite support F such that

\W - p\\p < £ • Hence ||z(z^) - ç?|| < 2e since the norm of i is not greater than

1. There exists a function g G L with g|P = /|P and ||^||a: p < C\\f\\K P ■

We have cpif) = (ç»- *»)(/) + ('» -^)(¿?) ; then |í»(/)| < 2e(l+C)||/||/í,/).
This implies that ¿?(/) = 0  (/ G lip(AT, /?)), i.e., cp = 0.
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